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New Millennium Woes and Livelihood Struggles in Africa
Begging to Survive by Zimbabwe s marginalised
African Books Collective One of the oldest survival pursuits undertaken by the weak and the downtrodden people across the world has been begging. Going back to the ancient Christian biblical times up to
the present epoch as well as across varying spatial settings, in situations of trouble and tribulations, parts of various communities have resorted to beggary to either overcome immediate adversities or
longer term calamities. Drawing on insights from two polar theoretical lenses of Social Constructionism and Social Deconstructionism, and guided by a pithy study of the begging across the African
continent especially by Zimbabweans, this book troubles the various contours related to the subject of begging. Inter alia, the book considers the concept of begging, the causes of the prevalence of
begging across the world and particularly among Zimbabweans, the challenges and beneﬁts associated with the pursuit of alms, the impact of begging in foreign lands as well as some of the strategies
that beggars employ to maximize their collections and/ or proﬁts. What can be discerned from the book is that for many, begging is one of the last resort undertakings with low pickings. However, from a
utilitarian perspective, begging has helped to sustain the impoverished livelihoods of Zimbabweans, both inside and outside the borders of the country since the advent of a debilitating crisis experienced
from the turn of the new millennium. On the whole, this book seeks to provoke further researches on an important socio-economic area that aﬀects many African communities but has so far been scantily
researched. The book is handy for students and practitioners in economic history, African studies, economics, risk and disaster management, social anthropology, political science, and development
studies.

Teaching African History in Schools
Experiences and Perspectives from Africa and Beyond
BRILL Emerging from the pioneering work of the African Association for History Education (AHE-Afrika), Teaching African History in Schools oﬀers an original Africa-centred contribution to existing research
and debates in the international ﬁeld of history education.

Curating Africa in the Age of Film Festivals
Springer Tracing the history of Africa's relationship to ﬁlm festivals and exploring the festivals' impact on the various types of people who attend festivals (the festival experts, the ordinary festival
audiences, and the ﬁlmmakers), Dovey reveals what turns something called a "festival" into a "festival experience" for these groups.
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Africa 2022–2023
Rowman & Littleﬁeld The World Today Series: Africa provides students with vital information on all countries on the African continent through a thorough and expert overview of political and economic
histories, current events, and emerging trends. Each country is examined through the following sections: Basic Facts; Land and People; The Past: Political and Economic History; The Present: Contemporary
Issues; and The Future. In addition to country chapters, the book features extended essays on Africa’s Historical Background and the Colonial Period. The combination of factual accuracy and up-to-date
detail along with its informed projections make this an outstanding resource for researchers, practitioners in international development, media professionals, government oﬃcials, potential investors and
students. The content is thorough yet perfect for a one-semester introductory course or general library reference. Available in both print and e-book formats and priced low to ﬁt student and library
budgets.

Why States Recover
Changing Walking Societies into Winning Nations, from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe
Hurst State failure takes many forms. Somalia oﬀers one extreme. The country's prolonged civil war led to the collapse of central authority, with state control devolving to warlord-led factions that
competed for the spoils of local commerce, political power, and international aid. Malawi, on the other hand, is at the other end of the scale. During President Bingu's second term in oﬃce, the country's
economy collapsed as a result of poor policies and Bingu's brand of personal politics. On the surface, Malawi's economy seemed largely stable; underneath, however, the polity was fractured and the
economy broken. In between these two extremes of state failure are all manner of examples, many of which Mills explores in the fascinating and profoundly personal Why States Recover. Throughout he
returns to his key questions: how do countries recover? What roles should both insiders and outsiders play to aid that process? Drawing on research in more than thirty countries, and incorporating
interviews with a dozen leaders, Mills examines state failure and identiﬁes instances of recovery in Latin America, Asia, and Africa. For anyone interested in the reasons behind states' failure, and remedies
to ensure future economic stability, it is important reading.

Tri-level Identity Crisis
Children of First-Generation Immigrants
Wipf and Stock Publishers This text captures the profound unacknowledged crisis that is unique to children of ﬁrst-generation immigrants, by virtue of their being caught in a world of their parents' culture
of origin and their social experience in the United States. The book makes the case for three levels of adolescent crisis unique to this population, namely, the general developmental crisis experienced by
all adolescents as articulated by developmental theories; the cultural identity crises experienced by ethnic minority persons as they encounter the layered racialization of American history; and, ﬁnally, the
unique crisis that arises from conﬂicting cultural values and morals when ﬁrst-generation immigrant parents, wanting to preserve native values, clash with their children, who seek belonging in the
Western context in which they currently reside. The book traces the psychological, emotional, and social roots of the crisis. The authors, representing immigrants from diﬀerent continents, portray the
unique, ethnic minority challenges they encounter in coming to the US, exemplifying further the tri-level crisis. Finally, the book oﬀers ways that parents can be proactive in helping their children navigate
the potential tri-level crisis through ITAV (It Takes a Village) camps and family palavers.

Transformative Sustainable Development
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Participation, reﬂection and change
Routledge Recent debates about sustainable development have shifted their focus from ﬁxing environmental problems in a technocratic and economic way to more fundamental changes in social-political
processes and relations. In this context, participation is a genuinely transformative approach to sustainable development, yet the process by which participation leads to transformation is not suﬃciently
understood. This book considers how the act of participating in sustainable development projects can bring about social transformation that is considered to be fair and just by the participants and nonparticipants in a broader societal context. Drawing on ideas from social theory and applied anthropology, the book proposes a reﬂexivity-based framework to analyse participation as a type of social action
underpinned by primary experience. Development projects have a transformative eﬀect when participants are given the opportunity to reﬂect on their experience, share the reﬂection with others, and
open new space for collective deliberation and change. The book applies this framework to assess community-based participatory projects in the Amazon, African slums and rural settlements, and disaster
stricken areas in Japan. It also outlines potential institutions of governance to institutionalize the change by referring to current food governance, drawing out lessons with international relevance. This
book will be of interest to students of sustainable development, environmental policy and development studies, as well as practitioners and policy-makers in these ﬁelds.

Italy Company Law and Regulations Handbook - Strategic Information and Basic
Regulations
Lulu.com Italy Company Laws and Regulations Handbook - Strategic Information and Basic Laws

Vatican City Recent Economic and Political Developments Handbook - Strategic
Information and Developments
Lulu.com 2011 Updated Reprint. Updated Annually. Vatican City Recent Economic and Political Developments Yearbook

Vatican City (Holy See): Doing Business, Investing in Vatican City Guide Volume 1
Strategic, Practical Information, Regulations, Contacts
Lulu.com Vatican City (Holy See): Doing Business and Investing in ... Guide Volume 1 Strategic, Practical Information, Regulations, Contacts

The Bible and Violence in Africa
Papers presented at the BiAS meeting 2014 in Windhoek (Namibia), with some
additional contributions
University of Bamberg Press
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Mugabeism after Mugabe?
Rethinking Legacies and the New Dispensation in Zimbabwe's 'Second Republic'
Africa Talent Publishers Arguably, one of the long waited political handover of power, globally, happened in November 2017 in Zimbabwe when the former and now late 37- year long serving and divisive
President, Robert Gabriel Mugabe was forced out of power by a combination of forces that were spearheaded by the military’s Operation Restore Legacy. Mugabe’s departure ushered in President
Emmerson Dambudzo Mnangagwa’s reign. This transition has variously been characterised as marking the inauguration of the Second Republic or New Dispensation or as heralding a new Zimbabwe that
is ‘Open for Business’. From the moment of the investiture of President Mnangagwa’s government, anticipations of seismic changes to the order of doing business by both the incoming government and
the larger Zimbabwean society in general, were extremely high. There was an expectation that international cooperation with global partners, especially in the West, would be restored alongside the
reinvigoration of a near comatose domestic economy. But, did this ever happen? This volume interrogates the impact of the introduction of the Mnangagwa administration from November 2017. The book
seeks to broadly dissect and troubleshoot issues of continuity and change from Mugabe’s reign into Mnangagwa’s Second Republic. In doing so the book attempts to respond to the grand question: “To
what extent has Mugabeism that was the hallmark of Mugabe’s reign, continued or discontinued into the Second Republic?” The volume, which comes as a sequel to The end of an era? Robert Mugabe and
a conﬂicting legacy, is sure to generate interest and responses from students and academics in the ﬁelds of History, International Studies, Political Science, Sociology and Social anthropology, as well as
from practitioners in the human rights, transitional jusrtice, conﬂict resolution, security studies and diplomatic ﬁelds.

Our Sexuality
Cengage Learning This is the most respected and authoritative college textbook available on human sexuality. Written in a direct, non-judgmental manner, the thirteenth edition of OUR SEXUALITY has
been thoroughly and carefully updated to reﬂect the most current research ﬁndings and psychosocial developments. It is the ﬁrst college text to deliver cutting-edge and in-depth emphasis on the impact
of politics on sexuality. Crooks and Baur keep students interested with the most exciting, emerging research and coverage, and focus on strengthening their self-awareness and sexual intelligence.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Markets for Managers
A Managerial Economics Primer
John Wiley & Sons

Religion and Development in Africa
University of Bamberg Press

Go Back to Where You Came From
The Backlash Against Immigration and the Fate of Western Democracy
Oxford University Press From Europe to the United States and beyond, opportunistic politicians have exploited economic crisis, terrorist attacks and an inﬂux of refugees to bring hateful and reactionary
views from the margins of political discourse into the corridors of power. This climate has already helped propel Donald Trump to the White House, pushed Britain out of the European Union, and put
Marine Le Pen within striking distance of the French presidency. Sasha Polakow-Suransky’s on-the-ground reportage and interviews with the rising stars of the new right tell the story of how we got here,
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tracing the global rise of anti-immigration politics and the ruthlessly eﬀective rebranding of Europe’s new far right as defenders of Western liberal values. Go Back to Where You Came From is an
indispensable account of why xenophobia went mainstream in countries known historically as defenders of human rights and models of tolerance.

Sustainability in Developing Countries
Case Studies from Botswana’s journey towards 2030 Agenda
Springer Nature This book illustrates an alternative approach to ‘state of sustainability’ reporting by presenting cross-sectoral and multi-disciplinary discussions on sustainability issues in the context of a
developing country, Botswana. The book volume illustrates how academic publishing can supplement African governments' existing forms of reporting on sustainability by providing on-ground detailed
descriptions and experiences relating to achievement of the various sustainable development goals (SDGs). In addition, this process involves, increases and enhances diversity of stakeholders that report
on sustainability. Furthermore, the approach resonates with the UN’s recommendation to build local strategies for implementation of the 2030 agenda for sustainable development. Conventional reporting
on sustainability by most African countries is an exercise that is customarily the preserve of designated government ministries. While this form of reporting provides a consistent platform for tracking
sustainable development goals, it can also beneﬁt from juxtaposition with in-depth descriptions and experiences provided by academic publishing. Academia, through publishing, provides a framework for
on-ground situation-analysis as well as in-depth descriptions of African country’s grass-root experiences, thus allowing for temporal tracking of sustainable development milestones. As this volume
illustrates, experiences from the various contributors on this volume highlight diﬀerent points of departure towards achieving the 2030 agenda. Topics covered include biodiversity, water management,
world heritage, environment, education, tourism, gender, institutional approaches to achievement of SDGs, as well as contribution of non-governmental organisations (NGO)'s amongst others.

Paramilitary Groups and the State under Globalization
Political Violence, Elites, and Security
Routledge This book examines the phenomenon of paramilitarism across Latin America and the Caribbean, Eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia, oﬀering a nuanced perspective while identifying key patterns in
the way paramilitary violence is implicated in processes of capital accumulation, state-building, and the reproduction of social power. Paramilitary violence, a key modality of coercion in the era of
globalization, has been pursued by states and dominant classes in the Global South, to reproduce or extend their power over subaltern groups. Paramilitary groups are responsible for atrocities, including
extrajudicial executions, disappearances, torture, rape, and forced displacement. The book integrates empirically rich investigations into an emergent theory of political violence, capturing the relationship
between parastatal armed actors, capital, and the state. The analysis sheds light on globally relevant phenomena such as the end of the Cold War, the shifting role of US hegemony, and evolving nature of
the nation-state. The book is suitable for academics, graduate and upper-year undergraduate students, and policy-makers in development, human rights, and violence prevention. Given its
interdisciplinary subject, it appeals to scholars from a wide range of disciplines, including political science, sociology, political anthropology, development, peace and conﬂict, security and terrorism,
international relations, and global studies.

Engaging Musical Practices
A Sourcebook for Elementary General Music
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Whether you are a pre-service, newly-hired, or veteran elementary general music teacher, Engaging Musical Practices: A Sourcebook on Elementary General Music oﬀers a fresh
perspective on topics that cut across all interactions with K-5th grade music learners. Chapter authors share their expertise and provide strategies, ideas, and resources to immediately apply their topics;
guiding focus on inclusive, social, active, and musically-engaging elementary general music practices.
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Minerals Yearbook
Metals and Minerals
This volume, covering metals and minerals, contains chapters on approximately 90 commodities. In addition, this volume has chapters on mining and quarrying trends and on statistical surveying methods
used by Minerals Information, plus a statistical summary.

Infrastructures for Peace in Sub-Saharan Africa
Springer Cultures of violence are characteristic of many countries in sub-Saharan Africa and attempts to move towards cultures of peace have often proved diﬃcult and ineﬀectual. And yet, the wide
variations in levels of violence within and between countries show that it is not inevitable; rather, it is the result of choices made at individual, community and societal levels. This book examines the
potential of peace infrastructures as vehicles to strengthen and spread progress towards cultures of peace. Peace infrastructures vary hugely in sophistication and level. The examples examined in this
book range from tiny structures which help resolve conﬂicts between individuals and within community organisations, peace committees which serve local communities, peace education and peace club
programmes in schools, mediation mechanisms to prevent election violence and to ministries of peace to coordinate government and non-government eﬀorts in peacemaking and peacebuilding. The
overall ﬁnding is that the development of peace infrastructures at all levels has great potential to build cultures of peace. 1. It is the only book available which documents the experience and potential of
nonviolence in post-independence sub-Saharan Africa. 2. It makes a persuasive case for the development of various peace infrastructures in order to make peace sustainable. 3. It explains how strategic
planning can be utilised, both to bring about change and to institutionalise it.

Zimbabwe
A History of Manufacturing, 1890-1995
University of Zimbabwe Publications Oﬃce In the early years of European colonisation, mining and agriculture were the bases of the Rhodesian colonial economy and manufacturing was virtually nonexistent. This study traces the origins and early development of the sector in the inter-war years and its rapid growth during the second world war and the Central African Federation years. It also analyses
the fortunes of the manufacturing industry in the troubled Unilateral Declaration of Independence years when international economic sanctions and an escalation of and debilitating war of liberation
threatened the sector. Finally the book examines developments in the post-colonial period up to, and including, the years of the Economic Structural Adjustment Programme of the 1990s.

Social Licensing and Mining in South Africa
Routledge This book highlights the role of community trusts in social licencing through the lens of mining and mining disputes in South Africa. Employing elements of trust, acceptance and elite interaction
as a framework, this book critically investigates the underlying dynamics of community development trusts and also the response of host communities to the inherent dilemma of the SLO concept, namely
social legitimation versus corporate proﬁts. Looking at formal versus informal regulatory requirements, popular mobilisation, and the interaction between the local population and mining companies, this
book constitutes a thorough look at the issues surrounding mining in South Africa and its eﬀect on society. This book will be of interest to students and scholars of African studies, business in Africa,
corporate responsibility, and development studies.

The Palgrave Handbook of African Politics, Governance and Development
Springer This handbook constitutes a single collection of well researched articles and essays on African politics, governance and development from the pre-colonial through colonial to the post-colonial
eras. Over the course of these interconnected periods, African politics have evolved with varied experiences across diﬀerent parts of the continent. As politics is embedded both in the economy and the
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society, Africa has witnessed some changes in politics, economics, demography and its relations with the world in ways that requires in-depth analysis. This work provides an opportunity for old and new
scholars to engage in the universe of the debate around African politics, governance and development and will serve as a ready reference material for students, researchers, policy makers and investors
that are concerned with these issues.

Whose History Counts
Decolonising African Pre-colonial Historiography
AFRICAN SUN MeDIA Originally planned as a fact-based book on the pre-colonial history of the Eastern Cape in the true tradition of history, this ground-breaking book focuses on epistemological and
foundational questions about the writing of history and whose history counts. Whose History Counts challenges the very concept of ?pre-colonial? and explores methodologies on researching and writing
history. The reason for this dramatic change of focus is attributed in the introduction of the book to the student-led rebellion that erupted following the #RhodesMustFall campaign which started at the
University of Cape Town on 9 March 2015. Key to the rebellion was the students? opposition to what they dubbed ?colonial? education and a clamour for, among others, a ?decolonised curriculum?. This
book is a direct response to this clarion call.

Yearbook of International Organizations 2013-2014
Organization Descriptions and Cross-references
Brill Academic Pub Volume 1 (A and B) of the Yearbook of International Organizations covers international organizations throughout the world, comprising their aims, activities and events

Corruption and Constitutionalism in Africa
Oxford University Press, USA This collection of essays to focuses on the critical issue of corruption that lies at the heart of the crisis of constitutionalism in Africa. Most anti-corruption measures over the
years have been inadequate, serving merely as symbolic gestures to give the impression something is being done. The African Union's declaration of 2018 as the 'African anti-corruption year', belated
though it be, is an open recognition by African governments of the impact corruption will have on the continent unless urgent steps are taken. The key objective of this volume is to draw attention to the
problem of corruption, the complexity of the situation, with all its multi-faceted social, political, economic and legal dimensions, and the need for remedial action.

Ending Africa's Energy Deﬁcit and the Law
Achieving Sustainable Energy for All in Africa
Oxford University Press With the inclusion of access to energy in the sustainable development goals, the role of energy to human existence was ﬁnally recognized. Yet, in Africa, this achievement is far
from realized. Omorogbe and Ordor bring together experts in their ﬁelds to ask what is stalling progress, examining problems from institutions catering to vested interests at the continent's expense, to a
need to develop vigorous ﬁnancial and ﬁscal frameworks. The ramiﬁcations and complications of energy law are labyrinthine: this volume discusses how energy deﬁcits can burden disabled people,
women, and children in excess of their more fortunate counterparts, as well as considering environmental issues, including the delicate balance between the necessity of water for drinking and cleaning
and the use of water in industrial processes. A pivotal work of scholarship, the book poses pressing questions for energy law and international human rights.
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Money, Credit, and Crises
Understanding the Modern Banking System
Springer Nature While paramount to the modern economy, understanding how the banking system works has been usually cast aside from overall economic education. Even in the aftermath of the recent
ﬁnancial crisis, which has underlined the vital importance of banking in the economy, the workings of the sector remain a black box. To this end, this book provides a comprehensive and easy to read
review of the banking sector, covering all issues related to commercial and investment banking and providing experienced as well as non-expert readers the opportunity to expand their knowledge on
these topics. After going through the book, readers have the opportunity to gain a deeper knowledge regarding the commercial and investment functions of the banking sector and the ability to evaluate
the potential outcome of policy actions.

Women Leading Education across the Continents
Overcoming the Barriers
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Women Leading Education across the Continents is a collection of research about and stories of women in basic and higher education leadership from every region of the globe.

State, Land and Democracy in Southern Africa
Routledge Each country in southern Africa has a unique history but in all of them socio-economic inequalities and high poverty levels weaken the governments’ legitimacy and represent a challenge to
models of economic development. One key issue appears to be the solution of the land question. This vital concern aﬀects both citizenship and democracy in the political systems of the region, yet no
government has shown the capacity or commitment to solve it. In this volume leading European, American and African scholars explore in detail the relationship between state, land and democracy. They
examine the historical background of asset allocation and its impact on questions of nationality, the deﬁnition of citizenship, human rights and the current political and economic processes in southern
Africa.

Access to Power
Electricity and the Infrastructural State in Pakistan
Oxford University Press "Pakistan's power sector's woes are less mystery than tragedy, but to conclude simply that a weak state produces poor governance outcomes misses the manner in which these
arrangements are important to reproducing existing relations of domination and are resistant to change. The question this book addresses, therefore, isn't just about why Pakistan doesn't produce enough
power"--

The Paradox of Traditional Chiefs in Democratic Africa
The Zimbabwe Controversy: a Case of Colonial Historiography
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Water Politics
Governing Our Most Precious Resource
John Wiley & Sons As the world faces another water crisis, it is easy to understand why this precious and highly-disputed resource could determine the fate of entire nations. In reality, however, water
conﬂicts rarely result in violence and more often lead to collaborative governance, however precarious. In this comprehensive and accessible text, David Feldman introduces readers to the key issues,
debates, and challenges in water politics today. Its ten chapters explore the processes that determine how this unique resource captures our attention, the sources of power that determine how we
allocate, use, and protect it, and the purposes that direct decisions over its cost, availability, and access. Drawing on contemporary water controversies from every continent – from Flint, Michigan to
Mumbai, Sao Paulo, and Beijing –the book argues that cooperation and more equitable water management are imperative if the global community is to adequately address water challenges and their
associated risks, particularly in the developing world. While alternatives for enhancing water supply, including waste-water re-use, desalination, and conservation abound, without inclusive means of
addressing citizens' concerns, their adoption faces severe hurdles that can impede cooperation and generate additional conﬂicts.

Popular Contention, Regime, and Transition
Arab Revolts in Comparative Global Perspective
Oxford University Press Although episodes of resistance and contention in authoritarian and authoritarian-like regimes constitute the majority of mass political movements worldwide, the theories and
models of popular contention have been developed on liberal-democratic assumptions. Prompted by the recent revolutionary waves in the Middle East and North Africa, Popular Contention, Regime, and
Transition oﬀers a deeper understanding of the complex and indeterminate linkages between popular protest, regime type, and transitions in democratic and authoritarian regimes alike. Through a diverse
array of case studies from countries around the world, this volume places the Arab Spring uprisings in comparative perspective, demonstrating the similarities and parallels between contentious events in
democratic and authoritarian-like regimes. Leading scholars in the ﬁelds of political science, sociologoy, and international studies discuss topics such as the set of initial conditions involved in the protest,
prospects of contention, and forms of protest, as well as the role of historical legacies, regime responses, the military, social polarization, and external factors in the divergent outcomes of protest. By
situating the study of contention in authoritarian and semi-authoritarian regimes in comparative perspective, Popular Contention, Regime, and Transition generates powerful insights into the impetus,
dynamics, and consequences of contention in all contexts.

The Evolution of Religion, Religiosity and Theology
A Multi-Level and Multi-Disciplinary Approach
Routledge This book takes a multi-dimensional and multi-disciplinary approach to religion, religiosity and theology from their earliest beginnings to the present day. It uniquely brings together the natural
sciences and theology to explore how religious practice emerged and developed through the four sections into which the book is organized: Evolutionary biology; Philosophical linguistics, psychology and
neuroscience; Theology and Anthropology. The volume features an international panel of contributors who develop an innovative picture of religion as a culturally-created social institution; religiosity as a
more personal and subjective anthropological element of people expressed through religion; and theology as the study of god. To survive in changing times, living systems — a good characterization of
religion, religiosity and theology — all must adaptively evolve. This is a vital study of a rapidly burgeoning ﬁeld. As such, it will be of great interest to scholars in religious studies and theology as well as in
the psychological, sociological, and anthropological study of religion.
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Early Maritime Cultures in East Africa and the Western Indian Ocean
Papers from a conference held at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (African Studies
Program) 23-24 October 2015, with additional contributions
Archaeopress Publishing Ltd This volume represents a multi-disciplinary eﬀort to examine East Africa and the Western Indian Ocean. Multiple lines of evidence drawn from linguistics, archaeology, history,
art history, and ethnography come together in novel ways to highlight diﬀerent aspects of the region’s past and oﬀer innovative avenues for future research.

Bureaucracy, Law and Dystopia in the United Kingdom's Asylum System
Taylor & Francis The central concern of this book is to ﬁnd answers to fundamental questions about the British asylum system and how it operates. Based on ethnographic research over a two-year period,
the work follows and analyses numerous asylum appeals through the British courts. It draws on myriad interviews with individuals and a thorough examination of many state and non-state organizations to
understand how the system works. While the organization of the book reﬂects the formal asylum process, a focus on speciﬁc legal appeals reveals the ‘political’ factors at play as diﬀerent institutions and
actors seek to inﬂuence judicial decision-making and overturn/uphold oﬃcial asylum policy. The ﬁnal chapter draws on the author’s ethnographic ﬁndings of the UK’s ‘asylum ﬁeld’ to re-examine research
on the Refugee Determination System in the US, Canada and Australia which has narrowly focused on judicial decision-making. It argues that analysis of Refugee Determination Systems must be situated
and studied as part of a wider, political, semi-autonomous ‘asylum ﬁeld’ which needs to be better understood. Providing an in-depth ethnographic study of a national asylum system and of immigration law
and practice, the book will be an invaluable resource for academics, researchers and policy-makers in the UK and beyond working in this highly topical area.

International Migration and Development in Eastern and Southern Africa
African Books Collective The impact of international migration, both South-South as well as South-North, on the economic, social and political life of the people in Eastern and Southern Africa [was] not well
documented and studied, and the evidence-base for policy on migration and development [was] very weak. With this in mind, OSSREAs invitation to conduct a study on international migration in Africa had
the following objectives: To analyze the nature and type of South-South migration, focusing on issues, such as brain gain and/or brain drain, remittance ﬂows, technical knowhow transfers, violations of the
right of African migrants and gender dimensions of migration; To investigate the dynamics of migration from Eastern and Southern Africa to the Arab Gulf States as well as to developed countries, focusing
on the skills of migrants, brain gain and/or drain, remittance ﬂows, technical know-how transfers, violations of the rights of African migrants and gender dimension of migrants; and to assess the successes,
impediments and challenges of African international migrants from Eastern and Southern Africa and to formulate policy recommendations to maximize the gains and minimize the costs associated with
international migration in Africa.
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